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Abstract. In this paper, we consider the resolution of non-linear constraint satisfaction problems
where the variables of the systems are trajectories (functions from R to Rn ). We introduce the
notion of tubes as intervals of functions, for which the lower and upper bounds are trajectories
with respect to the inclusion. We then deﬁne basic operators and prove propositions veriﬁed by
tubes. We show the possibility to build contractors on tubes and propagate constraints to solve
problems involving time-dependant functions as the unknown variables. We show that the approach
is particularly powerful when inter-temporal equations (e.g. delays) are involved. Finally, in order
to illustrate the principle and efﬁciency of the approach, several test cases are provided.
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1. Introduction
Interval analysis [1][2] has become over the past few years a strong alternative to traditional probabilistic approaches [3] to solve complex systems of equations, e.g. Simultaneous Localization And
Mapping [4][5][6], 3D Reconstruction [7], path planning [8], or more generally the characterization
of the state evolution of dynamic systems [9][10]. Interval analysis has been proven particularly efﬁcient when the number of equations (namely constraints) is superior to the number of unknown
variables [11]. The idea is to cast the system as a constraint satisfaction problem by considering intervals enclosing the solution and use contractors (built from the constraints) to successively contract
these intervals until a ﬁxed point is reached.
As more and more applications of Interval Analysis involve trajectories (functions from R to
Rn ) [12], this paper will introduce the notion of intervals of trajectories (namely tubes), inspired
from Taylor models [13], and deﬁne basic operations on tubes in section 2. We then show how
to build contractors on tubes and demonstrate a few minimal contractors in section 3. We deﬁne
the notion of Synchronous and Asynchronous constraints (constraints that involve inter-temporal
relations) and show that our approach is particularly powerful for asynchronous constraints. Finally
section 4 provides three non-linear test cases to illustrate the methodology, and section 5 concludes
the paper.
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F IGURE 1. A tube [x] of R which encloses the function x

2. Intervals of functions (or tubes)
In Interval Analysis, the unknown variables are usually boolean numbers, integers or real numbers,
but the originality of this paper is to consider trajectories. In this section we consider the reader to be
familiar with interval analysis [2]. We do however recall the basic notions of lattices and contractors
that are used for working with tubes.
2.1. Lattices
A lattice (E, ≤) is a partially ordered set, closed under least upper and greatest lower bounds [14].
The least upper bound of x and y is called the join or supremum and is denoted by x∨ y. The greatest
lower bound is called the meet or inﬁmum and is written as x ∧ y.
Example : The set Rn is a lattice with respect to the partial order relation given by x ≤ y ⇔
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} , xi ≤ yi . We have
x ∧ y = (x1 ∧ y1 , . . . , xn ∧ yn ) and

(2.1)

x ∨ y = (x1 ∨ y1 , . . . , xn ∨ yn )
where xi ∧ yi = min (xi , yi ) and xi ∨ yi = max (xi , yi ). A lattice E is complete if for all (ﬁnite or
inﬁnite) subsets A of E, the least upper bound (denoted ∨A) and the greatest lower bound (denoted
∧A) belong to A.
Notice that the concept of lattice only works when using multidimensional intervals as set
representation since min() and max() can only be deﬁned element wise. This is not the case when
using other set representations, such as e.g. ellipsoids [15].
2.2. Tubes
A Tube (or interval of a trajectory) [16] [17] is an set-membership vision of a random signal. The set
F n of all functions from R to Rn is a complete lattice with partial order x ≤ y ⇔ ∀t ∈ R, x(t) ≤
y(t). A tube [x] is an interval [x− , x+ ] of F n , i.e., a pair of two trajectories x− , x+ such that for all
t, x− (t) ≤ x+ (t). The set of all tubes of F n is denoted by IF n .
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An element x of F n belongs to the tube [x] if ∀t, x (t) ∈ [x] (t). Fig. 1 illustrates a function
x ∈ F 1 which is inside the tube [x]. This tube gives us information related to the unknown function
x.
If x is a function from R to Rn (i.e., x ∈ F n ), we deﬁne
x ([t]) = {x (t) , t ∈ [t]} .

(2.2)

Numerically, a tube [x] is deﬁned by
[x] ([t]) =

G

[x] (t) ,

(2.3)

t∈[t]

i.e., [x] ([t]) is the smallest box which encloses all boxes [x] (t) , t ∈ [t]. It is easy to prove that
x ∈ [x] , t ∈ [t] ⇒ x (t) ∈ [x] ([t]) ,

(2.4)

and that no box smaller than [x] ([t]) satisﬁes this property.
2.3. Tube arithmetic
We can extend operations on lattices to intervals of this lattice. The extension is the smallest interval
which encloses all possible values. Therefore we can extend operations on F n , such as sums, multiplication, image by a function, etc. to tubes. We use the rules of interval arithmetic and inclusion
functions [1]. An arithmetic on tubes is thus a direct extension of interval arithmetic. As it is the case
for interval computation, the result of an operation on tubes contains all results of the same operation
performed on the enclosed elements of F n .
Integral. Consider two numbers t1 , t2 such that t2 ≥ t1 ≥ 0. The integral of a tube [x] over
an interval [t1 , t2 ] is deﬁned [18] by
Z t2
Z t2
[x] (τ ) dτ =
x (τ ) dτ such that x ∈ [x] .
(2.5)
t1

t1

Since t2 ≥ t1 , we deduce from the monotonicity of the integral operator that
Z t2
Z t2
Z t2
[x] (τ ) dτ =
x− (τ ) dτ,
x+ (τ ) dτ .
t1

t1

where [x] = [x− , x+ ]. From the deﬁnition of tube integrals, we have
Z t2
Z t2
x (τ ) dτ ∈
[x] (τ ) dτ.
x ∈ [x] ⇒
t1

(2.6)

t1

(2.7)

t1

Rt
Moreover, the interval primitive deﬁned by 0 [x] (τ ) dτ deﬁnes a tube that vanishes for t = 0.
Extension of operators. If ⋄ is a binary operator in Rn (such as +,−,the multiplication ∗ when
n = 1 or the vector product when n >= 2) then it can be extended to F n (in the Minkowski sense)
and to IF n as follows
A ⋄ B = {a ⋄ b, a ∈ A, b ∈ B}
From the monotony of the operator, we have

(2.8)

[x] ⋄ [y] = [∨([x] ⋄ [y]), ∧([x] ⋄ [y])]
E.g., for [x] and [y] ∈ IF and a ∈ R+

(2.9)

n

(i) [x] + [y] = [x− + y − , x+ + y + ]
(ii) a[x] = [ax− ∨ ay − , ax+ ∧ ay + ]
Tube envelope. Consider a collection {fi , i ∈ N} of functions. The tube envelope
N} is the smallest tube enclosing all fi . We have

(2.10)
{fi , i ∈
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{fi , i ∈ N} = [∨i∈N fi ; ∧i∈N fi )]

(2.11)

For instance,
for t ∈ [0, ∞], {t, cos(t), −1} = [−1; t]

(2.12)

Inclusion. We deﬁne the tube inclusion as follows
[x] ⊏ [y] ⇐⇒ y − 6 x− 6 x+ 6 y +

(2.13)

Intersection. We deﬁne the tube intersection as follows
[x] ⊓ [y] ⇐⇒ [[x] ∨ [y], [x] ∧ [y]]

(2.14)

2.4. Constraint propagation on tubes
Tube contractor. Consider a constraint L(x) on a trajectory x. A contractor associated with the
constraint L is an operator
C

L
[x]
[y] −→

(2.15)

where [x] and [y] are tubes, such that
∀t, [x](t) ⊂ [y](t)
(contraction)
L(x)
=⇒ x ∈ [y] (completeness)
x ∈ [x]

(2.16)

We call C* the minimal contractor for L that returns the tube [y] with the smallest width and
is consistent with the constraint L.
Many problems of estimation, control, robotics, etc. can be represented as constraint satisfaction problems (CSP) [19],[20] and many minimal contractors can be applied to optimally contract
the domains depending on the class of the problem [11]. Several minimal contractors have been
developed over the years: Gauss elimination, Gauss-Seidel Algorithm, Krawczyk method, Newton
algorithm, etc. [2].
We can also propose minimal contractors for tubes, but let us ﬁrst separate our constraints into
two categories:
• Synchronous constraint: Constraint that is set to happen at the same time, typically x(t) =
y(t) is synchronous.
• Asynchronous constraint: Constraint that is set to happen at different times, typically x(t) =
y(t − 2) is asynchronous. This requires to have the history of the variable y and this is where tubes
will be particularly powerful.
We are now proposing a few minimal contractors for both types.
Proposition 1. The minimal contractor associated with the synchronous constraint x 6 y or
∀t ∈ [0, ∞[, x(t) 6 y(t) is
C6

[x]
[y]

=

[x− , x+ ∧ y + ]
[x− ∨ y − , y + ]

(2.17)
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F IGURE 2. (a) represents the trajectory x and its tube [x], (b) the trajectory y and
its tube [y], and (c) illustrates the meet and join of them.
Proof. x 6 y so according to the independence theorem, we can ﬁnd a such that y = x + a
with a > 0. We can therefore contract the associated tube.
[y] = [y] ∩ ([x] + [a])
−

−

−

(2.18)
+

+

+

⇐⇒ [y] = [y ∨ (x + a ), y ∧ (x + a )]
⇐⇒ [y] = [y − ∨ (x− + 0), y + ∧ (x+ + ∞)]
⇐⇒ [y] = [y − ∨ x− , y + ]
since [a] = [0, ∞[. By considering x = y + a with a 6 0, we can prove that [x] = [x− , x+ ∧ y + ]
the same way.
Figure 2 illustrates the contractions.
Proposition 2. The minimal contractor associated with the synchronous constraint x = y
(which means that ∀t ∈ [0, ∞], x(t) = y(t)) is
C=

[x]
[y]

=

[x− ∨ y − , x+ ∧ y + ]
[x− ∨ y − , x+ ∧ y + ]

(2.19)

Proof. As x = y, any given elements of x and y cannot exceed each other’s range. Both
variables will share a new interval equal to the intersection of their respective intervals
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[x] = [x] ∩ [y]
−

(2.20)

−

+

+

⇐⇒ [x] = [x ∨ y , x ∧ y ]
The same is proven for y.
Proposition 3. The minimal contractor associated with a translation or delay ∀t ∈ [0, ∞[, x(t) =
y(t − τ ) is
Cdelay

[x]
[y]

=

∀t,

[x− (t) ∨ y − (t − τ ), x+ (t) ∧ y + (t − τ )]
[x− (t + τ ) ∨ y − (t), x+ (t + τ ) ∧ y + (t)]

(2.21)

Proof. The proof is immediate considering Proposition 2.
Fig. 3 illustrates this notion. The purple area represents the tube [x− (t) ∨ y − (t − τ ), x+ (t) ∧
+
y (t − τ )]
Let us notice that this constraint is asynchronous as it involves two different times: t and t − τ.
Special case. If the constraint is x(t) = x(t−τ ), then x is τ -periodic and ∀k ∈ N, Cperiodic ([x]) =
([x− (t) ∨ x− (t − kτ ), x+ (t) ∧ x+ (t − kτ )])
Proposition 4. The minimal contractor associated with an axial symmetry around the axis
t = τ is
CASym ([x(τ + t)]) = [x− (τ + t) ∨ x− (τ − t); x+ (τ + t) ∧ x+ (τ − t)]

(2.22)

Proof. Let’s deﬁne the axial symmetry operator S such that S(f (τ + t)) = f (τ − t). S is
increasing since
f (τ + ta ) 6 f (τ + tb )

(2.23)

⇔ S(f (τ + ta )) 6 S(f (τ + tb ))
⇔ f (τ − ta ) 6 f (τ − tb )
Moreover,
[x(τ + t)] = [x− (τ + t), x+ (τ + t)]
−

(2.24)
+

⇔ S([x(τ + t)]) = [S(x (τ + t)), S(x (τ + t))]
⇔ S([x(τ + t)]) = [x− (τ − t), x+ (τ − t)]
Therefore CASym ([x(τ + t)]) = [x(τ + t)] ⊓ S([x(τ + t)]) = [x− (τ + t) ∨ x+ (τ − t); x+ (τ +
t) ∧ x− (τ − t)]
Special case : When τ =0, then x is even and Ceven ([x(t)]) = [x− (t) ∨ x− (−t); x+ (t) ∧
+
x (−t)]
Fig.4 illustrates this case.
Proposition 5. The minimal contractor associated with a central symmetry around the axis
t = τ is
CCSym ([x(τ + t)]) = [x− (τ + t) ∨ (−x+ (τ − t)); x+ (τ + t) ∧ (−x− (τ − t))]

(2.25)

Proof. The proof is identical to proposition 4 considering S decreasing.
Special case : When τ = 0, then x is odd and Codd ([x(t)]) = [x− (t) ∨ (−x+ (−t)); x+ (t) ∧
(−x− (−t))]
Notice that both symmetries are asynchronous constraints.
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F IGURE 4. On the left, we illustrate the axial symmetry. On the right, the central symmetry.
2.5. State estimation
The problem to be considered in this section is the state estimation of a non-linear continuous-time
systems in a bounded error context. Usually we describe the system as follows:
ẋ(t) = f (x(t))

(2.26)

y(t) = g(x(t))
where t ∈ [0, ∞[ is the time, x(t) ∈ Rn and y(t) ∈ Rn are respectively the state and the output
vectors at time t, and f and g the evolution and observation functions. To solve the state estimation
problem, many efﬁcient methods can be found in the literature when f and g are linear [21][22].
When f is non-linear, there are only to our knowledge a few approaches [23][24][25] that propose
an efﬁcient state estimation.
The originality of our approach is to consider that g is no longer the observation function at
a given state, but a relationship between two states of the system at different times. g is therefore
an inter-temporal equation between the state of the system at time t1 and its state at time t2 . (2.26)
becomes
ẋ(t) = f (x(t))

(2.27)

y(t1 , t2 ) = g(x(t1 ), x(t2 ))
This representation allows us to express inter-temporal constraints, and use them to solve timedependent problems as presented in the next section. An alternative solution is to formulate the intertemporal constraints in the framework of DAEs (Differential Algebraic Equations). Reachability
analysis of DAE systems has already been considered in [26] and [27]. In our approach, we propose
the following way to solve such systems. We ﬁrst start with a with a large tube enclosing x and
contract [x] for all t using the output vectors, i.e. y(t1 , t2 ) will contract [x](t1 ) and [x](t2 ). We then
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Algorithm CCON T RACT (in : k0 , [x0 ], inout: [x])
for k := 0 to k̄
if(k == k0 )
[x](k) = [x0 ];
endif
[x](k + 1) = [x](k + 1) ∩ [φ]([x](k), [ẋ](k));
endfor
for k := k̄ to 0
if(k == k0 )
[x](k) = [x0 ];
endif
[x](k) = [x](k) ∩ [φ̃]([x](k + 1), [ẋ](k + 1));
endfor
TABLE 1. Contract algorithm

apply a variant of the ST RAN GLE and CON T RACT algorithms from [23]. We ﬁrst apply the
ST RAN GLE around a time k0 given an initial interval [x0 ] and a precision ǫ. This algorithm bisects
the interval [x0 ] into two sub-intervals and propagates each sub-interval using the CON T RACT
algorithm. If the contraction of the tube [x] with the sub-interval possesses empty intervals, then the
sub-interval does not contain the solution and we discard it. If the tube has no empty interval, then
the sub-interval contains the solution and we bisect it again by recursively calling CON T RACT
until the precision is reached. We then take the union of all the tubes that possesses no empty interval.
This union is guaranteed to contain the solution.
The CON T RACT algorithm uses the operator [φ] as deﬁned in [23] to compute enclosures of
the state vector at times δ, 2δ, ...k̄δ where δ is the sampling time and k̄ is the largest integer smaller
than t̄/δ, from a given box [x] containing x. t̄ is the end time of the problem. [φ] is the operator for
the time increasing and computes the state of the system at time k + 1 from k. [φ̃] is the operator
for the time decreasing and computes the state of the system at time k from k + 1. For the sake of
simplicity in the following examples, we are using a basic Euler method for [φ] and thus for solving
the ODE and computing the successive states of the system. Notice that using an Euler method means
that we lose the guarantee in the results below but do not impact the proof of concept presented in
this article. Moreover, there exists multiple libraries for computing rigorous bounds on the solution
of ordinary differential equations, e.g. VNODE [28] and multiple methods especially developed for
studying the evolution of dynamic systems [29].

3. Examples

3.1. Example 1: Sinusoidal signal
Let’s consider an unknown signal a(t) where t is the time. We consider to know only a few properties
about a and want to ﬁnd the smallest tube enclosing the solution. For example, let us consider that a
veriﬁes :
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Algorithm CST RAN GLE (in : k0 , [x0 ], ǫ, inout : [x])
if([x0 ].width > ǫ)
Bisect([x0 ], [x1 ], [x2 ]);
[z] = CON T RACT (k0 , [x1 ], [x])
if([z] has no empty interval)
CON T RACT (k0 , [x1 ], [z]);
endif
[z] = CON T RACT (k0 , [x2 ], [x])
if([z] has no empty interval)
CON T RACT (k0 , [x2 ], [z]);
endif
else
[z] = CON T RACT (k0 , [x0 ], [x])
if([z] have no empty interval)
[x] = [x] ⊔ [z];
endif
endif
return [x]
TABLE 2. Strangle algorithm

a([−∞; ∞]) ⊂ [−1; 1]
π
π
a([ , π]) ⊂ [−0.7(t − ) + 0.99,
2
2
π
− 0.1(t − ) + 1.01]
2
a(t + π) = −a(t)
a(t + 2π) = a(t)
π
b(t − ) = a(t)
2
b(t) = ȧ(t)

(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.7)

We ﬁrst deﬁne the tube [a](t) = [a− (t), a+ (t)] = [−∞, ∞] then apply contractors 3.1 and
3.2. Each inclusion represents two contractors. For instance, 3.2 is equivalent to
π
a(t) 6 −0.1(t − π2 ) + 1.01
∀t ∈ [ , π],
a(t) > −0.7(t − π2 ) + 0.99
2

(3.8)

Therefore, we apply the superiority contractor presented in section 3. The result is presented
Fig. 5(a). Contractors 3.4 and 3.5 respectively shows that our signal is symmetrical with respect to
the point (π, 0) and is 2π periodic. Results of these contractions are presented Fig. 5(b) and Fig.
5(c).
Then we apply the time delayed contractor from 3.6 to create a new tube b :
π
)]
(3.9)
2
Finally, from the differential equation 3.7, we can integrate [b] and contract [a] using the equality contractor :
[b(t)] = [b(t)] ∩ [a(t +
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F IGURE 5. Successive contraction of the tube [a].

[a(t)] = [a(t)] ∩ [

Zt

τ =0

db+ (τ )
dτ,
dt

Zt

db− (τ )
dτ ]
dt

(3.10)

τ =0

The results is illustrated in Fig. 5(d). To contract the tube even more, we can re-apply all
the contractors one time (Fig. 5(e)), three times (Fig. 5(f)), ﬁve times (Fig. 5(g)) or even ten times
(Fig. 5(h)) until the width of the tube is satisfying or until a ﬁxed point is reached. We then clearly
recognize the sine signal.
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F IGURE 6. Mass-Spring-Sonar system
Computation time for this example on a single core 3.2 Ghz processor is on average 7 ms for
Fig. 5(d) and 55 ms for Fig. 5(h).
3.2. Example 2: Non-linear mass-spring system
Let us now consider an example based on the famous academic problem that is the mass-spring
system presented in Fig.6. In actual systems, there is a progressive stiffening or weakening of the
spring as it is elongated or compressed. This causes the response of the system to be nonlinear. Its
dynamic is given by Newton’s second law.
m.ẍ + γ.ẋ + κ.x − βx3 = 0

(3.11)

where β is the stiffness of the spring, m is the mass, x is the displacement, κ is the spring
elasticity and γ is the damping constant.
Knowing the initial conditions, this system could be easily solved using standard numerical
methods. However, the particularity of our approach is to consider that we do not know the initial
conditions. In return, we equip the mass with a sonar that sends a ping every second. We consider the
sound wave sent at t1 to travel at c = 100m.s−1 to the right wall, where it is reﬂected and received
back to the sonar at t2 . In our simulation, we place the right wall at L = 10m. This means that the
mass moves signiﬁcantly between the emission and the reception of pings. Each ping is represented
by an inter-temporal equation:
(L − x(t1 )) + (L − x(t2 )) = c.(t2 − t1 )
⇔ x(t2 ) + x(t1 ) = 2L − c.(t2 − t1 )

(3.12)

To our knowledge, we cannot easily solve this nonlinear system with standard numerical methods. We thus consider this problem as a state estimation problem of a nonlinear delayed system and
use our constraint propagation approach deﬁned in the previous section. We ﬁrst rewrite the system
as state equations :
!
ẋ
x
=
(Evolution equation)
(βx2 −κ).x−γ.ẋ
ẋ
m
x(ti ) + x(tj ) = 2L − c.(ti − tj ) (Observation equations)

d
dt

(3.13)
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where the tj are sending times and ti receiving times. Each ping represents an asynchronous
constraint that translates into a contractor for [x] and [ẋ].
We developed a simulator using MATLAB’s Ode45 and deﬁned an initial state with the evolution equations. The result is presented Fig.7. We then simulated sonar pings every seconds. We
also simulated errors in the measurements up to +/ − 0.05m to stay consistent with guaranteed
results. We also purposefully "lost" a few pings to simulate sporadic measurements. For the sake of
transparency, we used m = 8kg, γ = 1, κ = 2, β = −0.5 and L = 100m. Initial conditions are
x0 = 10m and ẋ0 = 0m.s−1 . The simulated sonar output has the following form :
x(3.00) + x(3.48) = 34.33
x(9.00) + x(9.54) = 15.46

(3.14)

x(12.00) + x(12.55) = 13.06
x(20.00) + x(20.51) = 24.38
etc.
As we are using a simple Euler method, 3.13 numerically becomes :
x(k + 1) = x(k) + dt.ẋ(k)

(3.15)

2

ẋ(k + 1) = ẋ(k) + dt.

(βx (k) − κ).x(k) − γ.ẋ(k)
m

x(i) + x(j) − l = 0
where l = 2L − c.(i − j) which is a small measured interval. Therefore we have :
x(j) = x(j − 1) + dt.ẋ(j − 1)

(3.16)

= x(j − 2) + dt.ẋ(j − 2) + dt.ẋ(j − 1)
= x(j − 3) + dt.ẋ(j − 3) + dt.ẋ(j − 2) + dt.ẋ(j − 1)
j−1
X
= x(i) + dt. ẋ(k)
k=i

and

where v =

j−1
X

x(j) − x(i) = v

(3.17)

x(j) + x(i) = l

(3.18)

ẋ(k) which is equivalent to

k=i

1
(l − v)
2
1
x(j) = (l + v)
2
x(i) =

To sum up, we have the following contractors :
◦ State equation. Tubes [x] and [ẋ], contracted using the evolution equation from 3.13:

(3.19)
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[ẋ(t)] = [ẋ(t)] ∩

Zt

τ =0
Zt

[x(t)] = [x(t)] ∩

(βx2 − k).x − c.ẋ
(τ ).dτ
m

(3.20)

[ẋ] (τ ).dτ

τ =0

vn

◦ Movements. Using the speed tube [ẋ] of the mass, we can compute all the nmax variables
jX
n −1
= dt.
ẋ(k), where n corresponds to the n-th sonar emission and vn corresponds to the
k=in

movement of the mass between the n-th sonar emission and n-th sonar reception. We have the
following contractor :
jX
n −1

[vn ] = [vn ] ∩ dt.

[ẋ](k)

(3.21)

k=in

◦ Positions. From 3.19, we get two more contractors:
1
[x](in ) = [x](in ) ∩ ([ln ] − [vn ])
2
1
[x](jn ) = [x](jn ) ∩ ([ln ] + [vn ])
2

(3.22)

We present in table 3 and 4 the CON T RACT and ST RAN GLE algorithms modiﬁed specifically for this example. Given an initial tube for [x] and [ẋ], the algorithm ST RAN GLE2 will apply
the contractors 3.21 and 3.22, 3.20. The algorithm imposes intervals [box](1) to [x] and [box](2) to
[ẋ] when the time reaches k0 and propagates the intervals forward then backward along the tubes
according to the states equations. If the contracted tubes contain empty intervals, the given box at
k0 does not contain the solution. In this case, we discard the given box (white area on Fig.9). If the
contracted tubes have no empty interval, then the tubes might contain the solution, and we keep it
stored in memory (blue area on Fig.9). In the end, we take the union of all non-empty tubes. The
union contains the solution.
Table 3 presents the algorithm where φi ([x](k), [ẋ](k)) is the numerical estimation method
of the state equation 3.13. For instance, using an Euler method, φ2 ([x](k), [ẋ](k)) = [x](k) +
2
ẋ](k)
dt. (β[x] (k)−κ).[x](k)−γ.[
. Again, the result can be guaranteed using more complex methods
m
and/or VNODE. Our algorithm is only guaranteed in respect to the numerical estimation method
used. Because of the wrapping effect on each step of the propagation, the tubes [x] and [ẋ] rapidly
explode. It is therefore impossible to contract efﬁciently the tubes from beginning (k0 = 0) to
end (k0 = k̄) in one passing. We therefore bisect box until a required width is reached and use
CON T RACT 2 to contract the tubes. We deﬁne box = ([x](k0 ), [ẋ](k0 )) and apply the iterative
algorithm proposed in table 4 to bisect, propagate and take the union of the non-empty tubes until
the required precision is reached.
Fig.8 shows the result of the algorithm. (1p) represents the position tube [x] after applying the
contractors 3.22 and (1v) represents the speed tube [ẋ]. (2p) and (2v) represent the same tubes after
applying ST RAN GLE2 for k0 =0s. (3p) and (3v) for k0 =0s, k0 =25s and k0 =50s. The ﬁnal result is
shown in (4p) and (4v) for which ST RAN GEL2 is applied every t%5 = 0s.
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Algorithm CCON T RACT 2 (in : k0 , [box], inout: [x], [ẋ])
for k := 0 to k̄
if(k == k0 )
[x](k) = [box](1);
[ẋ](k) = [box](2);
endif
[x](k + 1) = [x](k + 1) ∩ [φ1 ]([x](k), [ẋ](k));
[ẋ](k + 1) = [ẋ](k + 1) ∩ [φ2 ]([x](k), [ẋ](k));
if(k == in or k == jn )
jX
n −1
[ẋ](p);
[vn ] = [vn ] ∩ dt.
p=in

10
[x](in ) = [x](in ) ∩ 21 ([ln ] − [vn ]);
11
[x](jn ) = [x](jn ) ∩ 12 ([ln ] + [vn ]);
12
endif
13 endfor
14 for k := k̄ to 0
15
if(k == k0 )
16
[x](k) = [box](1);
17
[ẋ](k) = [box](2);
18
endif
19
[x](k) = [x](k) ∩ [φ̃1 ]([x](k + 1), [ẋ](k + 1));
20
[ẋ](k) = [ẋ](k) ∩ [φ̃2 ]([x](k + 1), [ẋ](k + 1));
21
if(k == in or k == jn )
jX
n −1
[ẋ](p);
22
[vn ] = [vn ] ∩ dt.
p=in

23
[x](in ) = [x](in ) ∩ 21 ([ln ] − [vn ]);
24
[x](jn ) = [x](jn ) ∩ 12 ([ln ] + [vn ]);
25
endif
26 endfor
TABLE 3. Contract algorithm for Ex. 2

Notice that if the inter temporal constraints are posed such that the problem is infeasible, the
solution set becomes empty. Computation time for this example on a single core 3.2 Ghz processor
is on average 2.5s.

3.3. Example 3: Group of AUVs
For the last example, let us consider a group of robotic Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs).
When not submerged, the AUVs are able to use the Global Positioning System to accurately compute their position. However, when they are underwater, they can no longer use the GPS and have
to estimate their position using their state equations. To illustrate the method, we developed a 3D
simulator that generates a set of data from a simulated group of 6 robots following given trajectories.
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Algorithm CST RAN GLE2 (in : ǫ, [k0], [box], inout : [x], [ẋ])
if(box.width > ǫ)
Bisect([box], [subbox1], [subbox2]);
([z], [ż]) = CON T RACT 2([subbox1], [z], [ż])
if([z] and [ż] have no empty interval)
CON T RACT 2([subbox1], [z], [ż]);
endif
([z], [ż]) = CON T RACT 2([subbox2], [z], [ż])
if([z] and [ż] have no empty interval)
CON T RACT 2([subbox2], [z], [ż]);
endif
else
([z], [ż]) = CON T RACT 2([box], [z], [ż])
if([z] and [ż] have no empty interval)
[x] = [x] ⊔ [z];
[ẋ] = [ẋ] ⊔ [ż];
endif
endif
return ([x], [ẋ])
TABLE 4. Strangle algorithm for Ex. 2

F IGURE 7. MATLAB’s Ode45 solution.




100 sin t

100 cos t
V i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, x̂i = 
(10 cos t) − 10


100 sin t

100 cos t
V i ∈ {4, 5, 6}, x̂i = 
(10 cos t) − 30

(3.23)

(3.24)
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F IGURE 8. Successive results of the ST RAN GLE2 algorithm.
We assume that the state of each AUV is described by the following equations :
ẋ1 = u1 cos u2
ẋ2 = u1 sin u2

(3.25)

where the speed u1 and heading u2 are measured every 0.01s for a duration of 100s. The
initial state is not known. Because of the noise in the measurements, the uncertainty of the state
is increasing over time. The estimated position is represented by a box enclosing the real position
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F IGURE 9. Result on a x, ẋ plane of the ST RAN GLE2 bisections for (a) t=10s
and (b) t=0s. The white boxes represent tubes that become empty at some point.
The blue boxes represent tubes that have no empty interval for all t. The solution
is in the union of all these tubes.
of the AUV. This box is obviously very thin when the AUV uses the GPS, then gets bigger and
bigger underwater. The idea is to contract these boxes when two or more AUVs are in range of
communication with each other. We equipped each submarine with a sonar that can broadcast the
estimated position box of the AUV every second. The originality of this example is to consider that
the displacement of the robot while the sonar wave is moving is superior to the precision of the
localization. Therefore we cannot suppose that we measure a true distance between AUVs at the
same time, but between AUVs at different times. Note that the communication is one-way only and
does not have to be synchronized between the AUVs. When AUV i received at ti a sonar ping from
robot j emitted at tj , we get a constraint of the form :
||pi (ti ) − pj (tj )|| = c.(ti − tj )

(3.26)

where c is the celery of the sound in water and pi is the position vector of a submarine i in
x-y-z coordinates. This way, we have a system of constraints similar to example 2. Fig.10 presents
the 3D simulator developed to generate the constraints for each AUV.
||p1 (1.00) + p2 (1.32)|| = 128.44

(3.27)

||p1 (9.00) + p3 (9.74)|| = 284.38

(3.28)

||p3 (9.00) + p5 (9.15)|| = 72.49

(3.29)

||p5 (17.00) + p4 (18.13)|| = 682.98

(3.30)

etc.
Using the same approach than for example 2, we can solve this problem using constraint propagation on tubes. Fig. 11 shows the result of the contractions for the position x of one AUV.
Computation time for this example on a single core 3.2 Ghz processor is on average 15 ms for
all AUVs. Finally, we can further consider a more realistic model where the clocks of the AUVs are
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F IGURE 10. 3D simulation of a group of 6 AUVs.
unsynchronized, meaning that the constraints are deﬁned on uncertain times. [30] shows that it is
still possible to easily solve the problem.

4. Conclusion
Solving nonlinear systems involving differential equations is a difﬁcult problem, especially when the
initial conditions are unknown or when the problem is ill-conditioned, e.g. involving inter-temporal
measurements. To numerically solve this class of problems, this paper has ﬁrst introduced the notion
of tube which encompasses the informations needed to guarantee associations upon trajectories.
Then, an arithmetic was developed around this notion, and a contractor-based approach has been
followed. As a result, a method has been proposed to contract tubes that enclose the solution. Further
work will include the study of outliers and the study of the scalability of the approach when applied to
a swarm of hundreds of AUVs [31]. As most interval-based methods, this approach can be combined
with probabilistic methods [10] and made robust with respect to outliers by relaxing a given number
of constraints [12].
Finally, in order to share our research with the community, we integrated tubes, their properties,
operators and minimal contractors presented below with IBEX (Interval Based EXplorer), a powerful
library for interval computation. You can download IBEX and all the source codes for the examples
presented in this article on http://AymericBethencourt.com/tubes/
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